FT Versa Wing

Total Wingspan - 38 inches (965mm)

Recommended Prop:
9 x 4.7 (tractor)
8 x 6 (pusher)

Weight Without Battery:
10.6 oz (300 g)

Throws:
12° deflection
@30% Expo

Recommended Electronics:
29 g 1300 kv minimum
10-30 amp ESC
1000 - 2200 mAh 3s
(2) 9 gram servos

Design By: Josh Bixler
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FT Versa Wing

Total Wingspan - 38 inches (965mm)
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Firewall
2" X 1 3/4" Inch
(50mm X 45mm)
1/16" Inch thick
(1.5mm)
Hobby Plywood
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